Chart your journey with Huawei! TomTom Go Navigation is now available in Huawei AppGallery. The app offers features such as lane guidance, traffic monitoring, locally downloadable 3D maps, and speed camera warnings to name a few.

HUAWEI brings TomTom GO Navigation app to AppGallery now that Go... the app offers features such as lane guidance, traffic monitoring, locally downloadable 3D maps, and speed camera warnings to name a few. (pocketnow.com)

Digital inclusion means affordable access for everyone. Don't miss Huawei at the #5G Webinar this September - register here. (tinyurl.com/yyj607t)

Our VP of Government Relations Don Morrissey will be joining @AccessIL to discuss how technology can help people tap into their abilities. Register now for the webinar. It's happening on 9/8 at 10:30 a.m. ET! (tinyurl.com/SoyVig)

Donald J. Morrissey
VP Government Relations, Huawei

I am also one of the speakers of Access Israel's 4th International Webinar
Accessible and Inclusive Education during and post COVID-19
Hope you can join us too!
Get ready for the power to unlock your phone with a tap of your finger anywhere on the screen.

Huawei ICT Academy educates students and provides them with the skills needed for the industry's growing demand for ICT talent.

Huawei is committed to working towards UNICEF's SDGs to better the lives of people around the world.

In the borderless digital world, privacy and data security must work in harmony, with the support of strong privacy regulations.

If you believe in privacy, security is integral.
Got a new phone? What did you do with the old one? Watch the recycle process Huawei uses for old mobiles.

Think you know Huawei? Hear what employees have to say.

The date is set. We can’t wait to see you at our upcoming Seamless AI Life New Product Launch – taking place on September 10th at #HDC

don’t miss out on the 2020 Expansion Summit! This year! Andy Purdy will be live presenting. Register now and tune in 9/7-10.

Hear Huawei Deputy Chairman Ken Hu speak on how #AI has the power to improve all lives, especially when it comes to connecting kids to education.

Don’t miss out on the 2020 Expansion Summit! This year! Andy Purdy will be live presenting. Register now and tune in 9/7-10.
Capture breathtaking shots day or night. #R40Pro

Huawei USA is launching new books and a more flexible app that allows more deaf children to access their creativity through reading. #StorySign

Without connectivity, small businesses can’t get their jobs done, especially in rural areas. Meet Jillian, an organic farmer & jewelry maker in Idaho, who establishes digital connections & brings together a community through connectivity. #ConnectNotDivide

Don’t miss out on hearing our VP of Government Relations, Don Morrissey, as he shares how technology can help people tap into their abilities. September 8th, 10:30 a.m. ET. tinyurl.com/jsyqng

Deaf children deserve to understand the joy of reading and technology like #StorySign is making it possible. International Literacy Day.

Huawei strives to enable ecosystem partners to succeed. See how MyNET reinvents its network to offer customers premium services in diverse industries and drive the growth of B2B services. #HuaweiConnect
Ready for Huawei Connect 2020? Join us September 23-26 to learn how to achieve new value from leveraging advanced tech like cloud, AI and 5G. tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt

NEW VALUE TOGETHER
HUawei CONNECT 2020

OvriJ SAM70 SHANGHAI. CWMA

SAVE THE DATE

HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Sep 8
In collaboration with @DivacMedical, Huawei’s #TrackAI helps screen children’s eye diseases, so visual impairment can be treated early. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/yxjw22yo

HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Sep 8
#TechTuesday Q: What is the Huawei AppGallery? Is it just an app store?
#AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Sep 8
Got questions about the Huawei AppGallery? Tim Danks is live to answer them! #AskHuaweiUSA #TechTuesday

AppGallery Q&A
with Tim Danks
VP, Risk Management & Partner Relations at Huawei Technologies, Huawei USA
Tuesday, September 8 at 2:00 pm ET
#TechTuesdayQ&A

HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Sep 8
Find the shade that suits you. #MatePadPro
TechTuesday Q: Did Huawei make the AppGallery because it was banned from the Google Play store? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Sep 8

TechTuesday Q: Can I use Huawei's AppGallery in the US? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Sep 8

TechTuesday Q: How can I create my own app for the AppGallery? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Sep 8

TechTuesday Q: Doesn’t Huawei have its own OS? Does that mean I need to have a Huawei device to access the Huawei AppGallery? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Sep 8
Has any popular apps ever been designed for Huawei?

Do apps have to be approved by China to be allowed in Huawei's AppGallery?

Is there somewhere I can go to learn to make apps for the AppGallery?

What is AppGallery Paid Promotion? Can I monetize my app?
HuaweiUSA ® HuaweiUSA Sep 8
consumer.huawei.com/en/mobilservi...

Show this thread

HuaweiUSA ® HuaweiUSA Sep 8
#TechTuesday Q: Do any Huawei Apps use AI? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread

HuaweiUSA ® HuaweiUSA Sep 8
devolver.huawei.com/consumer/en/

As technology advances, no one should be left behind. Hear from @victorpineda of @WorldEnabled as he discusses what the future can hold.

#ConnectNDivide #TECH4ALL

Huawei is one of the world's largest tech companies, with nearly 200,000 employees and annual revenue of $122 billion.

HuaweiUSA ® HuaweiUSA Sep 9
Did you know 253 out of 500 Fortune Global 500 companies chose Huawei as their trusted DigitalTransformation partner? Learn more use cases here: bit.ly/Huawe-CS. Join us at Huawei Connect 2020 this coming 23-26 September! #HC2020

Together

253/500
FORTUNE GLOBAL 500 COMPANIES DIGITALLY TRANSFORM WITH HUAWEI
Le: Golden Snap's AI Remove Passers-by handle the photo-bombers while you strike your next golden pose. *P40Pro

Huawei makes a substantial investment in research and development each year, with over 80,000 R&D staff. We are not a world leader because of stealing.

Ren Zhengfei, Founder and CEO of Huawei Technologies

New research from Dell'Oro Group shows Huawei is the world's Asia-Australia leading telecom equipment supplier. Innovation, customer-centric philosophy makes Huawei a trusted partner! We bring connectivity to more than 170+ countries.

Tech like cloud, AI and 5G are transforming our society. During this year's HuaweiConnect, business leaders and industry experts will explore ways to navigate changes spurred by emerging technologies and drive innovation. Join us from 9/23-9/26. tinyurl.com/yyza9tv

Don't miss out - at 1:45 p.m. ET our own Joy Tan will be talking about the tension between government and technology during the @TheInformation's #TIWTF. Register now.

The Information's 2020 WTF Summit
The Information's WTF is an intimate summit and ongoing membership community of women from the tech, media and finance industries. We... tinyurl.com/yyza9tv
At the 5G World 2020 Summit, Huawei was awarded the 'Most Innovative 5G Enterprise Partnership' award, recognizing the company's efforts in Wuhan during the epidemic. Check out how our innovative 5G applications have transformed smart healthcare.

**AWARDS**

Huawei was recognized for their work in the joint Wuhan 5G Smart Anti-Epidemic Project with the

Huawei Mobile

It's a wrap!

Check out the newly launched, game-changing products joining the

Huawei Mobile

Apps galore!

Over the past year, 3 million wishlist wishes have been granted for our users. Simple add the app you want to see on the AppGallery to your wishlist.

Huawei USA

#HDC2020 #HUAWEI

Over the past year, our users fulfill 3 million wishes by meeting a myriad of daily needs with Huawei.

Huawei USA

The #Hotshot has @TheRicWood on the edge of his seat. What feature impresses him the most? Read his full review via @NewoviFeed.

Huawei USA
You can have security without privacy, but you can't have privacy without security. — Mark Rasch

Huawei's AppGallery is attracting more than 400 million monthly active developers globally. What's your favorite app?

Want to re-live the moments of the HUAWEI DEVELOPER CONFERENCE 2020 (Together)?
You can download all our keynotes and official documents below. Stay tuned for more updates over the next few days! #HDC2020

Our VP of Government Relations Don Morrissey will be joining Access Israel to discuss how technology can help people tap into their abilities. Register now for the webinar, it's happening on 9/8 at 10:30 a.m. ET! https://tinyurl.com/y3oygvlg

I am also one of the speakers of Access Israel's 4th International Webinar Accessible and Inclusive Education during and post COVID-19. Hope you can join us too!
Digital inclusion means affordable access for everyone. Don't miss Huawei at the #Big5G Webinar this September - register here! https://tinyurl.com/yyfjs7t

Panel Discussion: Is there an opportunity beyond connectivity for MNOs?
Tuesday, September 22, 2020 at 1:50 p.m.

Technology should not be a privilege. Hear Ken Hu shares how Huawei is empowering children with new opportunities by bridging the digital divide. #TECH4ALL

Huawei is the world leader in #5G and is knitting a #connectivity network that allows everyone to connect, everywhere. #WeAreHuawei #FutureisConnected https://tinyurl.com/yxgta83e
On #InternationalCharityDay, we think of all the ways we are committed to working towards the UN's SDGs to bring forward a better life for people around the world. #WeAreHuawei
https://tinyurl.com/y63mqojc

The ICT industry can make a big difference in achieving the UN's Sustainable Development Goals.
Don't miss out on the 2020 #ExpansionSummit! Register now and tune in 9/7-10 to hear from Andy Purdy, CSO of Huawei USA. 
https://tinyurl.com/yyq4qs5m

This year, Huawei's Seeds For The Future program moves online, so students can safely continue their ICT education. 
https://tinyurl.com/y4gmeprn8

Connectivity is crucial for small businesses, especially in rural areas. Jillian, an organic farmer and jewelry maker in Idaho, uses digital connections to bring together communities through connectivity.  
https://tinyurl.com/yxbqreld
Join us at Huawei Connect 2020 on September 23-26 to learn how to create new value from advanced tech like cloud, AI and 5G. [https://tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt](https://tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt)

MyNET Reinvents its Network with Huawei to Boost its B2B Business
- 35 percent less cost
- 70 percent more bandwidth
- Easy to expand at any time

#HuaweiConnect

What is the future you envision? @victorpineda is working to realize the dream of an inclusive smart city where everyone is seen, heard and valued. #ConnectNotDivide

@victorpineda is working to realize the dream of an inclusive smart city where everyone is seen, heard and valued. #ConnectNotDivide

Literacy learning is a lifelong process, however, it's extremely challenging for hearing-impaired children. See how Huawei's #StorySign can help. [https://tinyurl.com/wwb2gr6](https://tinyurl.com/wwb2gr6)

Good boy, Spot.
Eat up your dinner!
Don't miss out on hearing our VP Government Relations Don Morrissey as he share how technology can help people tap into their abilities during Access Israel. It's happening today at 10:30 a.m. ET!
https://tinyurl.com/y3oygvlg

Donald J. Morrissey
VP Government Relations, Huawei

I am also one of the speakers of Access Israel's 4th International Webinar
Accessible and Inclusive Education
during and post COVID-19

Hope you can join us too!

September 8th, 2020 | 12:00 GMT
5 Hours | 3 Part | Time: 1200 - 1700 GMT (1300 - 2000 Israel time)

Did you know 253 out of 500 Fortune Global 500 companies chose Huawei as a their trusted DigitalTransformation partner? Learn more use cases here: http://bit.ly/hwe-cs. Join us at Huawei Connect 2020 this coming 23-26 September. #HC2020
Huawei's DigiTruck is bringing digital literacy education opportunities to learners without internet access in Kenya.

Most young people have been able to continue their studies, and for young entrepreneurs, their skills have enabled them to keep their businesses moving.

Martin Mugambi

Huawei DigiTruck: A Driving Force for Digital Literacy
The current global pandemic has highlighted the value of technology.

Find the shade that suits you. #MatePadPro

Only two days to go until HDC2020! Come and take a peek at HMS Core 5.0 before you join. HMS Core 5.0 helps to empower developers and make the most of Huawei's capabilities. With a new ML Kit, CG Kit, Scene Kit, hQUIC Kit, Wireless Kit and more – discover what HMS Core 5.0 is capable of at HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020. Learn more: https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/

#HMS #Huawei #HDC2020
In collaboration with DIVE Medical, Huawei's TrackAI helps screen children's eye diseases, so visual impairment can be treated early.
#TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/yxjw22yo

Ready for the Huawei Developer Conference? Join us from September 10-12 to learn the latest on HMS Core 5.0, HarmonyOS and EMUI 11. We'll also be unveiling many more exciting technologies.
https://tinyurl.com/y5rojkh

On Day 1 of #Huawei's #BWS, Sept 17, we will share how to plan for a future-oriented target network and build core capabilities to create a better future. Register now: http://tinyurl.com/yyw858py

Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World

**Better World Summit 2020**
Register Now September 17, 2020 16:00-17:30 (GMT+8)
While the #P40Pro+ is known for its impressive camera and 5x zoom lens, the smartphone also has an excellent display and battery life. See what editor Rich Woods has to say via Neowin.

https://tinyurl.com/y6elqhr

How far can we go? We consider it our job to leverage advanced tech to discover new ways we can improve our world. #WeAreHuawei

https://tinyurl.com/yxgta83e

Huawei USA

New research from Dell'Oro Group shows #Huawei is the world's leading telecom equipment supplier, TelecomTV reports. Innovation, customer-centric philosophy makes Huawei a trusted partner! 😊 We bring connectivity to more than 170+ countries worldwide.

huawei teleco.com

Huawei more dominant in telecom networking than ever – Dell'Oro
Hey DJs! Do you know there is an app which is easy to use and lets you work on-the-go? Let's meet the developers who specialise in music production and DJ applic... See More

Huawei's Smart PV solution has enabled Baofeng Group to build the world's largest agricultural solar power plant helping the fight against desertification and c... See More

Those in need know indeed. The story of Ruh Global IMPACT Founder & CEO Debra Ruh and her loved ones highlights the magic that happens when love & tech connect. #DigitalInclusion #TechHelps #TrustInTech

Help Technology, Help You
Those in need know indeed. The story of Ruh Global IMPACT Foun...
Having benefited from massive 5G investments, Huawei's extraordinary growth trajectory over the past 6 years continued in H1 2020, claiming 31% of the market. See More

Join us at Huawei's BWS on Day 2, Sept 18, to discover how X-Tech (Collaborate Connectivity, AI, Cloud, Computing & Industry Applications) unleashes network potential for a better world. See More

#HDC2020 is just around the corner. What are you excited to hear more about at this year's HDC?
A. EMUI 11
B. HMS Core 5.0
C. HarmonyOS
Stay tuned for exciting updates about Huawei's latest innovations at #HDC2020. See More
At 1:45 p.m. ET our own Joy Tan will be talking about the tension between government and technology during The Information's #WTFSummit. Don't miss it!

THEINFORMATION.COM
The Information's 2020 WTF Summit
The Information's WTF is an intimate summit and ongoing member...

Huawei USA

#HuaweiConnect is just around the corner! Join us this year from 9/23-9/26 as thought leaders and business leaders explore trends and opportunities in industry digitization and showcase advanced ICT technologies solutions. https://tmyurl.com/yytdx9vt

NEW VALUE
TOGETHER
HUAWEI CONNECT 2020
SEP 23 - 26, 2020 | SHANGHAI, CHINA
SEP 23 - OCT 31, 2020 | ONLINE
SAVE THE DATE

Huawei USA

Are you ready for the Huawei Developer Conference 2020 (Together)? We'll be sharing the latest on HMS Core 5.0. Many more exciting technologies coming up! Stay... See More
Zhang Ping'an dives deep into #HMS Core 5.0 capabilities and how it can help developers to create apps for the all-scenario #5G era. Quick Apps and Quick Service... See More

Urgent task: 2020
Task briefing: Richard’s secret information escort

Are you ready for this? #HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020 is coming to us live tomorrow – watch Richard Yu unravel Huawei’s latest surprises for us all. Catch t... See More

Aaaand that’s a wrap!
What a beautiful sight 👌 of our brand new products. We hope you enjoyed watching and are as excited as we are about the latest additions to our family. Which is your favourite?
#HUAWEIFreeBudsPro
#HUAWEIFreeLacePro
#HUAWEIWATCHGT2Pro... See More
Meet #HUAWEIFreeBudsPro. Our fully wireless ANC earphones that offer the very best noise cancellation technology.

*HUAWEI #StayConnected #RedefineNoiseCancellation

For those who want to Explore More, #HUAWEIWATCHGT2Pro is the perfect companion.

#HUAWEI #StayConnected #ExploreMore

3 devices are better than one. Let's take a look at Huawei's new announcements from HDC 2020, and explore how Huawei's ecosystem of devices, software and services, and how everything seamlessly works together with one tap.

#Huawei #HDC2020 #MateBookX #FreebudsPro #WatchGT2Pro
Huawei wins the Best Edge Computing award at the 2020 5G World Summit — testament to #Huawei as a highly recognized player in the industry when it comes to innovation in #5G edge computing technologies and commercial practices. #HuaweiFacts

At the #5GWorld2020, #Huawei was awarded the “Most Innovative 5G Enterprise Partnership/Trial” award, recognizing the company’s efforts in Wuhan during the epidemic. Check out how our innovative #5G applications have transformed smart healthcare: http://tinyurl.com/y3rlposg

It’s a wrap! Check out our recap of Huawei Developer Conference day 1 and learn about the newly launched, game-changing products joining the #HUAWEI family: #HUAWEIFreeBudsPro, #HUAWEIFreeLacePro, #HUAWEIWATCHGT2Pro, #HUAWEIWATCHFIT, #HUAWEIMateBookX and #HUAWEIMateBook14. #StayConnected

which kicked off today at Songshan Lake in China.